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Players stand at opposite targets and toss in alternating turns.  After player #1 tosses their first golf toss 
at the target, player #2 would then toss one of their golf tosses at the target.  After both players have 
tossed all of their golf tosses, the round is over and a score should be calculated (see “scoring”).  Both 
players can score points in the same round, if their tossed golf tosses earned points.  The player that 
scores the highest points tosses first in the next round.  If no points were scored in the round, the 
player who tossed first in the previous round would continue to toss first.

Two Player Play:

Two teams of 2 players each should be determined.  Players on each team should stand at opposite 
targets.  Players toss in alternating turns.  After player #1 from team A tosses one of their golf tosses at 
the target, player #1 from team B would then toss one of their golf tosses at the target.  This alternating 
playing method should continue for all players until all tosses have been played.  After all golf tosses 
have been played, the round is over and a score should be calculated (see “scoring”).  Both teams can 
score points in the same round, if their tossed golf tosses earned points.  The team that scored the 
highest points in the round tosses first in the next round.  If no points were scored in the round, the 
team who tossed first in the previous round would toss first.

Team Play:

1. Injury to yourself or others may occur if golf tosses are used improperly.  Please see proper tossing 
technique in “key points”, #1. 

2. Do not attempt to wrap golf tosses around body parts.
3. Adult supervision is recommended for younger players.
4. The golf target is designed for normal game play, see official rules.  Misuse of the golf target may 

result in personal injury and/or damage to the target.  Do not sit or stand on the golf target.

Safe Play:

3 Points: 
2 Points: 
1 Point: 

A golf toss that lands on the top bar scores 3 points.
A golf toss that lands on the middle bar scores 2 points.
A golf toss that lands on the bottom bar scores 1 point.

Scoring:
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